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Abstract

In this paper,  we present “WordPlay”, a 
collaborative tabletop interface for generating, 
organizing, and exploring ideas. The concepts, ideas 
and arguments discussed in a meeting around the table 
are visualized and can be organized and manipulated 
in natural ways by the participants. Users add ideas to 
the table by speaking, manipulate the properties of 
words with hand gestures, and explore related concepts 
by tapping them.  WordPlay combines Speech 
Recognition software, Natural Language Processing, a 
semantic knowledge network, and multi-touch 
capability to provide a public forum for brainstorming 
and support group decision making.

1. Introduction: Augmenting 
Brainstorming and Decision Making

With the recent introduction of affordable multi-
touch technologies to work environments [7, 11] we 
see an opportunity to design a more fluid platform for 
the support, engagement, and contribution of 
computing to collaborative discussions. 

Much of the research in computer supported 
collaborative meeting interfaces [17, 21] enables 
visualization [8, 5], shared displays [1], document 
sharing [14, 16], organization of content [3, 9], and 
group decision making [6].  We designed WordPlay to 
support these functions in a multi-touch environment 
and extend these modalities by including the computer 
as a participant in the conversation. The increased 
accuracy of speech recognition systems [4] and the 
development of a common sense knowledge databases 
[2] enable the system to provide associative 
suggestions that may trigger a novel branch of thought 
during brainstorming and decision making scenarios.

2. User Experience: Generating, 
Organizing, and Exploring Ideas
    So far we have experimented with and built support 
for two types of meetings: deciding between a set of 
alternatives and idea generation.  Our group has 
gathered to brainstorm about possible domain names, 

product usage scenarios,  and to try and think of new 
idea for game development.  During demos of the table 
we have asked people for their thoughts about 
presidential candidates or for creative suggestions 
regarding a contemporary political decision.
   Before a meeting, a facilitator prepares the table and 
chooses a background that corresponds the subject at 
hand. Participants gather at the table and contribute 
content by speaking into the microphone, or selecting a 
scalable, multi-touch keyboard. They can arrange ideas 
by sorting, expanding, and deleting them on the surface 
of the table. Throughout the session,  any user can tap 
on ideas to request associations and suggestions from 
the system. 

Figure 1. Participants at the WordPlay Table

2.1 Generating Ideas with Voice and Touch
In order to facilitate more natural and seamless 

input to the table we implemented a speaker 
independent voice engine using Dragon 
NaturallySpeaking9 [4].  We found that by using a 
noise cancelation microphone, recognition worked 
moderately well even during gallery openings and 
events. 

To compensate for a 10% error rate in the speech 
recognition and errors related to users with a non-



english accents, phrases can be deleted and a multi-
touch keyboard is always available for the generation 
of words not in the speech dictation dictionary. 

2.2 Organization for Decision Making
An important feature of WordPlay is the ability to 

toggle a background that defines a matrix for 
positioning factors in decision making scenarios. Users 
can position their opinions and thoughts within a 
specific context.  During our public events we used a 
matrix with two candidates for political nomination on 
the left and right axis, and pros and cons on the top and 
bottom. (see figure 2 below)

Using multi-touch rotation algorithms, the software 
enables users to modify the properties of ideas or the 
entire canvas. We decided to let size correspond to the 
importance of the idea, rotation indicate which user 
had placed the idea, and position be relative to the way 
the user felt about that idea related to each axis of 
decision matrix background.

2.3 Exploring Computational Associations
One of the “playful” aspects of WordPlay is 

exploring the extensive databases linked to each of the 
words on the table. Etymologies,  definitions, and 
relationships from the ConceptNet 3 semantic 
knowledge database, part of the OpenMind Commons 
[2] expand from words selected by the user.

We found that the relationships like “Is a”, “Has the 
property of”, “Desires”, “Motivated By Goal”, and 
“Used For” were particularly useful for tasks like 
naming a product or free associating about possible 
product usage scenarios.

Like the Visual Thesaurus [22], new branches 
expand recursively.  Within two or three touches the 
landscape of the table can be visually and contextually  
transformed.

Figure 2. A decision making scenario
 between two candidates

3. UI Implementation: Design Principles

3.1 Typographic Animation

Ideas visualized on the table have animated 
behaviors [23] in order to address orientation,  collision, 
and content generation.  To orient equally around all 
four sides of the table they follow Lissajous curves 
[10], a system of parametric equations describing 
complex harmonic motion. Phrases also have a lifetime 
of two minutes, their transparency fading slowly if the 
user does not select the phrase for positioning on the 
table. This reduces the complexity and emphasizes 
only intentional layout decisions.

3.2 Aesthetic Organization
We used WordNet [22] to separate an speech phrase 

into its parts (adjectives, adverbs, nouns, and verbs) 
and identify concepts. These attributes were used to 
determine color and size properties of the words as 
well as to negate articles of speech and commonly used 
words. 

3.3 Gestural Vocabulary
Like existing taxonomies of gestural touch efforts 

[15] [12], we attempted to incorporate a “stroke” or 
“glide”, a directional touch,  as a method of triggering 
new associations to grow from an idea. Without 
immediate visual feedback,  this gesture was not 
intuitive or transparent,  so we added an animated icon 
in front of the finger which follows the gesture path 
and acts as a confirmation of intent. The development 
of a grammar and vocabulary for gestural feedback is 
still an underdeveloped research area. 

4. Platform Specifications

4.1 Hardware
The prototype is a closed table approximately 40 

inches cubed. The display is an FTIR display [7] with a 
1 mm silicon compliant surface [18] and a Mylar 
Projection surface of 32 by 24 inches. It is equipped 
with a low cost vision camera, a mirror,  and a current 
sink to provide headroom to the LED arrays embedded 
in the acrylic surface. In addition, there is a 24 inch 
Buddy Gooseneck noise cancelation microphone and a 
large press button mounted on the corner of the table 
for speech input. (see Figure 1) 

4.2 Software
The architecture and software tools used in 

WordPlay are outlined in the diagram below. Data 
flows from the microphone to a series of software 
programs which attempt to parse the audio into text 
and find appropriate associations. We used the Natural 
Language Processing Toolkit [13], WordNet [22], and 
ConceptNet3 [2] with a software written in the Python 
scripting language.  

Camera events are handled by a modified version of 
the open source TouchLib [19] libraries and are passed 



to the Graphics Engine (see section 4). The end users 
see only the visual output of the graphics engine. We 
used the OSC protocol for communication between 
engines. 

Figure 3. Software flow diagram for WordPlay

5. Usage Observations

Presently,  evaluations are based on usage over three 
months of lab demos, museum events, and our group’s 
internal usage of the table. Some of the lessons we 
learned during usage are described below. 

Figure 4. Users in a Museum

5.1 Platform Design
The physical build of a table should be as sturdy as 

possible without compromising the design. We found 
that for surfaces larger than 32 inches,  3/8 inch acrylic 
will bow in the middle up to 1/4 inch in response to 
pressure. The top of the table should account for 

significant weight of participants in group situations, 
especially for builds at counter height 36-40 inches. 
Participants lean on the frame with one hand and touch 
the screen with the other about 40% of the time they 
are using the table. Even for tall tables knee room is an 
important factor.  Knees and legs tend to rock against 
the sides of the table, influencing the stability of the 
projector. 

5.2 Meeting Application Software

We found that when multiple people are using the 
interface, scaling the entire canvas can create 
confusion between users. Canvas scaling should be 
toggled for individual control. For brainstorming 
applications a larger, more elongated surface is 
preferable to reduce overlapping of phrases and 
increase the clarity of the arrangements. 

Feedback animations attached to gestures were the 
most successful way for users to learn the capabilities 
of the system. We found that people would orient by  
experimenting quietly for a minute or two before fully 
engaging with the applications. 

6. Conclusion and Future Work

Multi-touch computing seems especially suited to 
augmenting collaborative discussions by enabling users 
to visualize, modify, and expand on their ideas in a 
fluid manner. Applications like WordPlay create space 
to explore the associative properties of words together 
in a context of social engagement where the computer 
acts as an agent in the discussion. 

We are excited by the design possibilities at the 
intersection of social conversation spaces and multi-
touch computing platforms. WordPlay is just one facet 
in a larger domain of social interfaces that can provide 
a set of tools to augment, visualize, associate, and 
archive our creative group discussions. 

Future work will incorporate pre and post session 
tools for preparing media, and accessing archival 
information. Our next tabletop display will have a 
larger surface area, a network for proximity sensing, 
RFID identification of participants, and drawing 
capability. Layering streams of audio and video into 
the design of the system may also help provide a more 
compelling space to gather, design, brainstorm, and 
make decisions. 
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